This Class wants to E.A.T.!

This month all classes are working to earn enough points to get a video to enjoy in the classroom.

When your class makes good choices in lunch, they can earn up to 5 points each day.

During February, goal reaching classes will be eligible for 15 minutes of playground time!

Points are awarded when a class is able to:

___ Enter safely
(walking in line, hands to self, quiet voices)

___ Use good manners
(eating food, sitting at table)

___ Use good tone of voice
(quiet conversation, polite words)

___ Stand and clean up
(clean table & floor, line up at the scullery)

___ Exit safely
(walking in line, waiting politely for teacher, quiet voices)

Attach an envelope to this letter. Keep your daily score cards to track earned points. Track your data in a graph or chart. Use your data as a daily reminder & class motivator.